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Declaration: RoHS 2 (Restriction of Hazardous Substances in Electrical and
Electronic Equipment)
With this document, we hereby confirm that all products supplied and manufactured by Metalwo
A/S comply with standards of:

RoHS 2 EU Directive 2011/65/EU
Ensuring that no component under manufacturing by Metalwo A/S contain any of the six hazardous
and restricted substances in the RoHS2 directive which can be listed as follows:
Lead (0.1%)
Mercury (0.1%)
Cadmium (0.01%)
Hexavalent chromium (0.1%)
Polybrominated biphenyls (0.1%)
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE) (0.1%)
The above standing declaration is based on all available information from our current suppliers
and is deemed valid until further notice. For further details, marks, and exceptions in terms of the
legislation, we kindly refer to the webpage of the European Commission:
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/rohs_eee/

Customers may request a detailed list of any individual product supplied by Metalwo A/S
however, please note that retrieving such information requires extensive manual as well as
analytical work from our employees which are not a part of the mandatory nor expected
obligation following the legislation.
For this reason, Metalwo A/S charges a service fee of DKK 699,00 / EUR 94,00 per investigated part
number. If the customer wishes to proceed with the investigation, please provide our Chief of
Quality and Development, Mr. Claus Grøn-Nielsen, with a list of the specific part numbers and
forward this to CG@metalwo.dk along with an authorized purchasing order issued to cover the fee.
We appreciate your understanding on this matter and looking forward to continuing our great
collaboration in the future. If you have any questions regarding the current policy statement, please
contact metalwo@metalwo.dk.
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